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Perils of a Craft Monopoly 
Adrian Phillips 

 
One uniquely British dimension to the relationship between auditing and business 
management has stayed firmly beneath the radar in the midst of the current 
passionate debates as to whether the oligopoly of the big four should be 
dismantled and whether it is irresponsible to discuss in robust terms the failings 
in how companies report their financial results and the responsibility of the 
auditors in the matter. It is high time that we consider at least the possibility that 
this one aspect of British business culture deserves critical examination as a 
potential source of weakness. 
 
The chief financial officers (finance directors in old money) of British companies, 
certainly those quoted on the Stock Exchange, are mainly qualified chartered accountants. A 2013 survey found 
that 58 of the FTSE 100 CFOs were chartered accountants, of whom 46 had been at big four auditing firms. 
Often they have migrated seamlessly from auditing companies to running the financial side of these companies. 
CFOs are usually strong candidates to succeed as chief executives, so this dominance by one profession extends 
into the top jobs. The CFO is widely seen from outside as de facto the number two in a company’s management. 
In 2012 ‘Accountancy Age’ cheerfully told us that 51% of FTSE 100 CEOs had a “financial background”. This 
effect laps over into the broader composition of company boards in both executive and non-executive functions. 
In 2013 331 of all 976 FTSE 100 board members were accountants or similar.  
 
There is something of a craft monopoly in action in British management that rests on an unspoken belief that 
accountants have certain entirely unique skills or knowledge; an outsider would be simply incapable of 
understanding the process of preparing corporate financial statements. The FRC, the regulatory body for 
financial reporting, is almost an offshoot of the auditing profession. It does not take a paranoid predisposition 
to see hidden forces at work to argue that the accounting profession is very strong in Britain.  
 
Britain appears to be the only country in the world with anything like this. In the US an MBA is the usual route 
to the top. There and in Europe finance is treated as one of the normal functions of a business that anyone 
capable of performing a senior executive job is able to perform. In turn the status of the CFO is far less 
distinguished than in the UK. Within living memory financial directors of French companies were usually not 
even members of the main board. 
 
There is no legal requirement for the British practice yet it is pervasive. When a private company approaches an 
IPO the appointment of a chartered accountant as CFO is almost a foregone conclusion if the previous incumbent 
lacked that qualification. The near-universal cry is that someone who was not an accountant would “lack 
credibility” in the job. There is no record of an investing institution dissenting. 
 
The British system brings no obvious advantages. It is an open question as to whether British companies 
overstate their profits more extensively than foreign ones, but recent bitter experience shows that sometimes 
they can and do overstate to a fatal extent. The distribution of the professional standards of the auditing 
profession around corporate board rooms has not been a bar to this.  
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Investing institutions are, of course, keen for companies to maximise their profits. The traditional method is to 
sell the most goods or services possible at the lowest cost. But both the terms “sell” and “cost” are capable of 
varying interpretations, hence the oft-repeated adage that “cash is fact but profits are opinion”. Overstatement 
of profits almost invariably boils down to generous definitions being applied to one or other term. The great 
danger lurks in investor tolerance of over-statement, the notion that a profit wrung from tweaking the figures is 
every bit as good as one wrung in cash from the business. British investors used to be baffled when confronted 
with the extreme conservatism and understatement practised by northern European companies a couple of 
decades ago. The major investing institutions are overwhelmingly long investors so are at constant peril of 
complicity in the overstatement of profits.  
 
To the institutions the glass of accounting/management overlap is half full: accountant CFOs serve as a brake 
on overstatement because they must respect professional standards. The alternative analysis that accountant 
CFOs might abuse their familiarity with audit to facilitate the most aggressive accounting possible is too ugly 
to contemplate. The truth is probably somewhere between the two extremes. Common sets of training, 
assumptions, values and personal connections do make for smooth functioning, but they do not encourage 
challenging behaviour. The latest debacles show clearly the need for auditors to challenge CFOs. 
 
There is no easily applicable set of objective benchmarks for balance in stating profits. There are, of course, 
many rules that must be applied, but the key is to disentangle substance from mere form. The debate is often a 
very subtle one and dependent on detailed operational information. Qualified auditors are of course well placed 
to ask the right questions, but shamefully they have not done so. It is an almost infallible danger sign of 
aggressive accounting when corporate management insists vehemently that its accounting practices are 
conservative. 
 
The British culture of profit overstatement will not be cured at a stroke by recognizing that finance is an ordinary 
function of business and accepting non-accountants as CFOs any more than it would be by breaking up the big 
four auditors. But it would not hurt to bring the question of the overlap between top corporate management and 
the auditing profession more clearly into the light and to ask the accountants: ‘cui bono?’ 1 
 
 
1 To whom is it a benefit? Who profits by it?  
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The scandal behind Beaufort Insecurities 
Eric Chalker 

 
This article is reproduced, with permission, from the website www.lse.co.uk provided by London South East 
Ltd. It is one of a series written by Eric Chalker, a past director of UKSA. Eric's blog is written solely on his 
own behalf, on a range of subjects which interest him and he hopes will be of interest to private investors 
generally. All previous posts are still accessible at www.lse.co.uk/blogs/expert/eric-chalkers-blog.  

 
At the beginning of March, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) put stockbroker 
Beaufort Securities and its custodian BSL into insolvency. As a consequence, many 
personal investors have lost access to their assets. For most of them this will continue 
for much longer and some will suffer significant financial loss. Where does 
responsibility for this lie? Naturally, with those responsible for the insolvency. But 
the government is responsible for depriving investors of the rightful ownership of 
their assets and the FCA is jointly responsible for failing to remedy this. 
 
I have written about this in my blog several times. All posts are still accessible, 
including the first on 24 June 2016: “What is a nominee account?”. There is a great 
deal more in articles I wrote for the UK Shareholders’ Association magazine, some 
of which is on the UKSA website and has recently been used by Private Eye in an 
article on the subject.  
 
There are many angles, but they are all elements of the same fact: if your shares are in an ISA or SIPP, or any 
other nominee account, you don’t own them. This is the scandal behind Beaufort Securities. It is not as though 
governments have been unaware of this. It is not as though nothing could be done about it. Indeed, under Vince 
Cable, when he was Business Secretary, his department began to take action to reverse the erosion of what ought 
to be investor rights, but the election of 2015 intervened and momentum was lost. Nothing, though, was done 
to implement the Kay Review’s call for a means of holding shares electronically. 
 
Government responsibility 

Even before that, governments should have been aware that investors in pooled nominee accounts needed better 
protection. In 2011, the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), of which the UK is a 
member, published its “Final Report on Regulation of Nominee Accounts in Emerging Markets”. This 
emphasises the need for shareholder rights to be fully preserved when assets are held in pooled nominee 
accounts, even in third world countries. Seven years later, the UK, a fully developed country, still doesn’t 
measure up to what IOSCO requires for emerging markets. The report can be found here: 
https://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD362.pdf 
 
Conservative governments used to talk about a property owning democracy, but with equities they lost the plot 
years ago. The result has been a growing industry of so-called intermediaries, like Beaufort Securities, acquiring 
assets in their own names bought with other people’s money. When one of these creatures dies, those in its 
clutches cannot escape intact. To avoid this, all it required was to turn ISA providers into investors’ agents 
instead of nominee owners and to do the same for all investors held in thrall by their stockbrokers, (see “Will 
this be end of share ownership?” 5 January 2018). 
 
So I say to the erstwhile clients of Beaufort Securities, by all means aim your fire at PwC as it takes its time to 
release your cash and investments, minus its cut. But take action too against governments which encouraged 
you to invest in company shares through ISAs (and SIPPs) and then left you to the mercy of the financial services 
industry. The government wanted you to invest your savings in ISAs, but it failed to provide you with the means 
of keeping ownership of those savings. So HMG has a major responsibility for your lost savings at Beaufort 
Securities and it is the government which should pay for PwC’s administration, not you. 


